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Performance 

 Chief Architect download is faster and more efficient now that Library Catalogs are download on demand 
and can be mass downloaded or on an as needed basis. 

 New Ray Trace Rendering Engine.  Enhanced Performance of Ray Tracing with use multiple threads and 
multiple core processors  

 Faster 3D Views and Send To Layout with multiple core processors  

 Significantly optimized memory usage in 3D views 

 

Rendering & 3D Visualization  

 New Chief Architect Ray Trace Rendering Engine (replacing the previous POV-Ray ray trace engine).   The 
new Chief Ray Tracer is a significant performance improvement with its ability to use multiple core processors.  
Lighting and materials now have specific properties that can be set for very photo realistic rendering 

 New Ray Trace Wizard is available to jump start your ray trace setting for indoor and outdoor scenes.  The 
wizard applies predefined settings which can then be edited to your specific rendering needs  

 New Simulated Depth of Field (focal blur) in Ray Traced views.  Create renderings that exhibit the same 
details as a real photography 

 Enhanced control of ambient light with new Chief Ray Tracer 

 3D Views are faster when you have multiple core processors 

 Significantly enhanced memory usage in 3D views 

 New Material Properties make rendered and ray traced views more photo realistic.  Specify attributes for 
these Pre-Defined Metals:  

o Aluminum, Brass, Bronze, Chromium, Copper, Gold, Iron, Nickel, Sliver, Stainless Steel, Tin 
Titanium Tungsten, and Zinc 

 New material class selections including: 

o General, Plastic, Brushed Metal, Shiny Metal, Pre-Defined Metal, Matte, Mirror, Polished, 
Transparent, and Translucent 

 Preview the material classes for standard rendering or ray trace.  The ray trace preview includes the option to 
choose a sphere, cube, or teapot shape to help visualize the attributes of materials  

 Define the Rotation Angle for Custom Patterns 

 

Library / Catalog  

 New option to check for updates for new Library Objects / Items 

 View the status of Library Download and Subscribe processes in the Library Browser 

 Library downloading and updating occurs in the background so that you can continue using Chief Architect  

 Multiple select items in the Library Browser using the Shift or Ctrl keys  
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 Reorganize items in the Library Browser.  Move and configure the Library objects into your own specific 
structure  

 Library Search and Filter tools are embedded in the Library Browser and give you advanced controls for 
searching 

 Instant Search bar integrated into the Library Browser.  Simply start typing in the search bar to find objects in 
the Library  

 Number of Library Items is displayed in the status bar 

 

Cabinets 

 New dimension defaults. Set multiple defaults or define dimension attributes to be used for cabinet wall 
elevations  

 New rounded countertop corners for automatic countertops 

 Enhanced the Cabinet Specification Dialog 

 Set cabinets, furniture, and fixtures relative to the finish-floor height 

 Enhanced control of cabinet label size and orientation 

 New Ruby script can be used to configure the label display for cabinets, to create custom or manufacture 
specific cabinet labels 

 

CAD 

 Over 400 new and enhanced CAD details for residential structural elements with SSA – assemblies for floors, 
roofs, decks, walls and foundations 

 New Close Polyline Tool.  Select any polyline and choose Close Polyline to automatically connect the start 
and end points 

 Specify Insertion Points for CAD Blocks. Define an exact location for inserting and placing CAD Blocks 
precisely  

 Auto Purge CAD Blocks option.  Unused CAD Blocks can be automatically removed from plans when it is 
saved 

 Current CAD Layer is saved with the plan. When a plan is closed and re-opened, the previous CAD Layer is 
active for that plan 

 New option to display angles as Azimuth Bearings 

 New Align/Distribute Objects tool.  Define distribution and automatic alignment of objects 

 CAD points are now saved with plans and layouts 

 Preference control for Roof Intersection CAD Points.  Control the display of the auto-generated CAD points  
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Edit Tools   

 New Align/Distribute tool.  Align objects, such as Text, with a variety of horizontal and vertical alignment 
options 

 Enhanced Reflect About Line, Center Object, Make Parallel/Perpendicular tools.  Additional feedback and 
more axes can be used with these tools 

 Angle Snap preview while drawing 

 Editing of filleted polylines retains fillet radius 

 New Center Objects tool in 3D views.  Center cabinets under windows, windows in walls and several other 
items while in 3D  

 Enhanced Select Same/Load Same tool.  Use with Electrical items and Image items 

 Group Select and Edit symbol items.  Define Height off Floor, and other common attributes for a group of 
symbol objects 

 

Text, Arrows, & Annotations 

 New Annotation Sets Feature.  Annotation Sets control a subset of defaults including Dimensions, Text, Arrows, 
Markers, Callouts, and Layers.  Annotation Sets can be used to quickly change your defaults and streamline 
the annotation process 

 Import and Export Annotation Sets.  Share annotation sets with other users or transfer them from plan to plan 

 New Ruby script tool can be used to configure the label display for doors, windows and cabinets to create 
custom labels 

 Enhanced label controls for Schedules 

 Ability to exclude specific items from Schedules  

 Save multiple default styles for Arrows, Markers, and Callouts 

 Enhanced controls for Callouts including fill color, line style, line weight, double-headed callouts 

 New system layers for Callouts and Markers. Callouts and Markers now have a unique layer 

 

Dimensions 

 New Dimension Defaults.  Define multiple dimension styles and attributes for your specific needs, such as 
defaults for floor plans, elevations and site plans.  For each Default, define the attributes for number height, unit 
of measure, arrow, fonts and more 

 Dimensions snap to more objects including the center of Cabinets, sides of Appliances and Fixtures, Framing, 
and Callouts/Markers  

 New Dimension locations. Wall Elevation Views now include dimension locations and extension for wall tops 
and bottoms.  Cross Section Views include dimension locations and extension lines for finished floor and 
ceiling  

 Enhanced Auto Exterior Dimensions.  Define the default behavior of Automatic Exterior Dimension 

 Convert any dimension extension to a Centerline Extension 
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 New Tape Measure Tool.  Use the Tape Measure Tool to find distances or measurements without adding a 
dimension to the view 

 Enhanced feedback while drawing dimensions 

 Show or hide firebox dimensions for free standing fireplaces 

 

Layers 

 Enhanced transfer of Layers between Plans. Layer names are now easily transferred between plans 

 Layer and Line Style Information are saved with library items such as CAD blocks and cabinets 

 Reference Layer Sets are retained for each view sent to Layout pages 

 

Import & Export 

 Import and Export Hotkey configurations 

 Import TGA format files 

 Import 3D objects created using Sketchup version 7 and prior 

 Import and Export Annotation Sets.  Share your annotation sets with other users or transfer them from plan to 
plan 

 

User Interface 

 Enhanced Dialogs for consistency and efficiency.  Use Spin Controls to quickly increase or decrease values, 
input any unit of length and the program converts it automatically 

 Removed limit of 10 plans or views in a session.  It is now a function of your computer’s resources 

 Current floor is retained within the plan file.  If you have a multi-level plan, the program will re-open to the floor 
and in the area when you last saved and closed the file 

 Current CAD Layer is retained with the plan.  When a plan is closed and re-opened, the Current CAD Layer is 
remembered for that plan 

 New Behavior Indicators. Feedback when you are in these edit modes: Edit Object Parts, Rotate About 
Current Point, and Behavior Type. Indicators are also shown when a Rebuild of Terrain or Walls Floors and 
Ceilings is required 

 Display any combination of Room Label Size Layers. Display the Dimensional Size and the Square Footage 
labels for a room at once  

 

Scripting Tools 

 New Ruby Scripting tool. Write custom macros and scripts.  For example, write scripts to customize cabinet 
labels or display room sizes in text objects   

 Import and Export Ruby scripts. Create custom scripts and transfer them between plans and share them with 
other Chief Architect users 
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Rooms & Platforms 

 The 3D model now includes Finished Floor and Finished Ceiling heights   

 Enhanced interface for Room Specification dialog 

 Specify when a room is calculated in the Living Area.  For example, specify the garage or attic to be included 

 Multiple Room Select.  Group edit the Room attributes  

 Enhanced control over new room specifications when additional floors are added to the design.  Use the Floor 
Defaults dialog to set up a new floor’s attributes 

 Display any combination of Room Label Size Layers. Display the Dimensional Size and the Square Footage 
labels for a room at once  

 New Layered Floor and Ceiling Platforms.  Define floor and ceiling components and thicknesses and view in 
elevations or cross sections 

 Specify raised floor platforms that are automatically framed 

 Enhanced controls for Moldings.  Specify height, width, and orientation from floor or ceiling 

 Control the display of moldings in any room type 

 

Stairs, Landings, & Ramps 

 New Ramp tool.  The automatic Ramp option uses ADA settings and you can also manually define the 
settings.  Specify length, slope, overhangs, and railings, set defaults and more  

 New Landing tool. Individually create landings and stairs and ramps will automatically connect to them 

 Independent Wall Railings can now be placed over stairs, ramps and landings and have the option to follow 
their slope.  First turn off automatic railings for the stair and use an Railing Tool to create custom styles such as 
glass or custom panels 

 New Stair Defaults for interior and exterior stair options 

 Enhanced interface for Stair Specification dialog. Updated dialog diagram and access to change more 
attributes about stairs 

 Click Stairs tool now generate full length stairs with a single click 

 Click Stairs can be generated between levels, even if a door is not present on the upper level 

 Enhanced behavior Connecting Stairs and Ramps to Terrain.  They will automatically connect to terrain when 
drawn from ground to the structure 

 Control whether an automatic opening is created when attaching a stair or ramp to a wall or railing 

 Control the offset of the automatic wall surface under a stair  

 Multiple Stair Select.  Group edit the Stair attributes 

 Enhanced Stairs editing options for riser heights, tread width, start height, and bottom height 

 Enhanced materials controls for Landings and Stairs. Individually control the material assignments for stair and 
landing components 

 New option to manually adjust the height of stairs; specify if stairs and ramps are located at the sub-floor or 
the finished floor elevation 
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Materials List  

 New Structural Lumber Table for Cut and Buy Lists.  The Structural Lumber Table can be used to calculate 
lumber materials for a Cut List and a Buy List.  This calculation is in addition to square feet and lineal feet 
calculations and can be especially helpful for your framing and decking board calculations  

 Enhanced the Materials List to include the soffits under roof eaves  

 

Framing 

 Specify round or square posts   

 Set the Default Material for Posts in the framing defaults 

 Define the number of Rim Joists generated on a per wall basis 

 Enhanced Advanced Deck Framing.  Choose an option to automatically re-build deck framing as the design 
changes 

 Change the material applied to all deck planking. Painting one deck plank in 3D updates all planking for that 
deck room 

 Ability to include or exclude beams, posts, and footings with automatic deck framing 

 

Roofs 

 New Gable and Hip Roof tool.  Toggle the roof between these two styles using the Gable / Hip tool  

 Enhanced control of Birdsmouth cuts for Rafters.  Turn off auto calculation of birdsmouth and manually specify 
the birdsmouth seat 

 

Walls 

 New Half-Wall tool.  Draw half walls and specify their default values (also referred to as solid railings)  

 Invisible Wall Defaults.  Define the default attributes for invisible walls 

 New Defaults Dialog for Corner Trim 

 Enhanced Solid Railing material options that are now consistent wall material options 

 Specify automatic handrail width for railings.  Define the handrail width based on the width of the wall 

 

Foundations 

 New Vertical Footing Control.  Choose to show or hide vertical footings on stepped foundation walls 

 Specify Foundation Piers as round or square   
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Doors, Windows & Openings 

 New Pass-Thru tool.  Use the Pass-Thru tool to create an opening between two rooms 

 New atrium door option.  Create Center Swing Double-Doors, also known as atrium patio doors.  Define a 
variety of other ways to open the doors 

 Enhanced Door Placement feedback helps controlling the hinge and swing of doors more intuitive 

 Create Windows and Glass Doors with an unlimited number of divided lites 

 Enhanced Lintels.  More control of window and door trim sizes 

 Enhanced Replace From Library tool allows you specify windows to be replaced, regardless of presence of 
shutters 

 Enhanced control of Shutters. Specify shutters on either side of a window  

 Mulled Units that contain doors are automatically recognized as door objects for schedules and schedule 
labels 

 Multiple select for Bay or Bow Windows and group edit their attributes 

 

Layouts & Printing 

 Enhanced controls for editing Layouts using defaults for pattern and edge lines 

 Outline printing is visible in Print Preview mode 

 Specify the printed length of line style endcaps  

 Reference Layer Sets are retained for each view sent to a Layout page 

 Print current screen fits the contents to the paper 


